Rescue!

This we do…so others may live

As a living memorial for our 9/11 brothers, WORLD MEMORIAL carries on their life-saving mission by providing
safety education to children and used rescue equipment to fire fighters around the globe.
Large municipalities in the United States are fortunate to have dozens of well-equipped fire stations and E.M.S. units.
In contrast, smaller towns and international cities only have a fraction of such resources. Around the world, communities
are in need of trucks, ambulances, pumps, hoses, personal equipment, breathing devices and specialized training.
To illustrate this shortfall: Guayaquil, Ecuador only has one operational “Jaws of Life” for its four million citizens.
In neighboring Quito, a family of four died one Easter morning because the responding firefighters lacked a rescue axe.
In cooperation with Airline Ambassadors, GEAR-UP and New Partner Foundation, WORLD MEMORIAL has distributed
several ambulances and rescue equipment, accompanied by US instructors. This life-saving experience is passed on
throughout the region by ensuring local instructors are fully trained in First Aid and emergency medical assistance,
rescue techniques, firefighting skills and truck maintenance. In the final program phase, we intend to establish a
scholarship to a family of a certified graduate who has sustained a serious on-duty injury.
We invite and welcome your personal and corporate sponsorship. On behalf of thousands of firefighters from Ecuador,
Thailand, Philippines and the impoverished city of La Mission, Baja - your help and support is greatly appreciated.
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